Restructuring the electric power industry to align with today’s technological advances and challenges can improve reliability, encourage efficiencies, reduce emissions, fortify governance and deliver consumer benefits.

Executive Summary

Last century, almost all electric power customers in the United States were served by vertically integrated monopolies. In the 1990s, however, consumer unrest over rising rates prompted reforms in roughly one-third of states, allowing for competition at wholesale and retail levels. Since then, many additional states have expanded wholesale competition incrementally, although retail competition has remained relatively static. The result is that a cohort of states have retained the traditional monopoly paradigm, whereas others have adopted either a hybrid model or a restructured model.

Eighteen states still use the traditional model, relying on state-regulated monopolies. Nineteen states use a hybrid model, in which regulated monopolies serve all or most retail customers and own power plants that participate in wholesale electricity markets administered by regional transmission organizations (RTOs). Thirteen states and Washington D.C. have adopted a restructured model, which embraces competition for retail services and power plant owners, who also participate in RTO markets. Although these paradigms use different combinations of wholesale generation and retail regulatory structures, distribution remains a regulated monopoly in all of the models.
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This report assesses paradigm performance from a consumer’s viewpoint across four consumer-centered dimensions: reliability, economics, environment and governance.

1. Reliability
   Restructuring improves the reliability behavior of power plants by aligning their profit motive with performance and increasing voluntary demand reduction during times of grid stress. The reliability advantages of restructuring were evident in Winter storms Uri and Elliott. RTO markets offer reliability advantages over standard utility practices. For example, RTO capacity markets satisfy regional reliability criteria by coordinating resource entry and retirements while accounting for transmission constraints, which utility integrated resource planning (IRP) does not. This advantage grows over time, as the reliability value of resources becomes increasingly dependent on regional conditions.

2. Economics
   Restructuring has clear benefits at the wholesale level, while retail benefits are largely tied to the quality of state reforms. Competitive generators operate more efficiently, innovate, manage risks better and make sounder investment decisions than monopoly utilities. States that restructured have seen substantially enhanced demand-side participation. Texas, alone, implemented retail choice well. Other restructured states have flawed implementation, but nevertheless retail choice has helped reduce energy costs, manage risks and expand service offerings like green energy tariffs. Retail rates are often higher in restructured states because of unrelated drivers like higher fuel, tax, land, labor and environmental compliance costs in the Northeast.

3. Environment
   Emissions have fallen faster in restructured areas. Competition has promoted voluntary emissions reductions through consumers exercising choices for cleaner energy and accelerated clean technology adoption, especially reducing barriers to unconventional technologies. Despite competitive wholesale markets driving efficiency, some utilities persist in using older, high emission generation resources.

4. Governance
   The business model of monopoly utilities is predicated on securing favorable regulatory and legislative treatment, while restructured areas shift decisions to market forces. Patterns of government cronyism and corruption follow the monopoly utility model, whereas better governance is evident under competitive structures. RTOs present new governance challenges due to their unique, quasi-autonomous organizational structure.

Restructuring the electric power industry to align with today’s technological advances and challenges can improve reliability, encourage efficiencies, reduce
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emissions, fortify governance and deliver consumer benefits. The key is to implement quality reforms. We therefore offer three main recommendations.

1. States using a traditional model should contemplate moving to a well-implemented hybrid model, with an emphasis on joining or creating an RTO and moving toward complete restructuring.

2. States employing a hybrid model should transition toward full restructuring. If such steps are not currently viable, gradual improvements include enabling direct market access rates for large consumers, implementing robust all-resource competitive procurement to serve remaining captive customer customers and utilizing RTO data for prudence reviews of utility IRP and asset management.

3. Restructured states should take steps to further enhance competition. A crucial enhancement, exemplified by Texas, is to “quarantine the monopoly” by enforcing a complete separation between regulated monopoly wires businesses and competitive generation and retailing businesses. Additional improvements include minimizing state interventions like subsidies, adopting supplier-consolidated billing, improving retail market oversight and energy provider licensing, ensuring secure access to advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) data and providing better information to consumers.

Introduction

In the last century, almost all electric power customers in the United States were served by vertically integrated monopolies. One company owned all power plants and transmission and distribution equipment and was responsible for sales of power to all power customers in its territory. The economies of scale available to monopolies allowed for more cost-effective production, and state regulation protected consumers against abuse from the resulting market power.

The state-regulated monopoly model persisted for decades with limited dissension. In fact, the period from the early 1900s to about 1970 has been called the Golden Era in electric power. However, by the 1970s the industry’s reputation was falling badly—the result of a massive blackout in 1965, growing environmental concerns, and delays and massive cost overruns for nuclear power plants then under construction. At the same time, technological progress was boosting smaller power plant efficiency, undermining economies-of-scale arguments for monopolies.

Consumer unrest over rising costs and rates prompted state and federal policymakers to begin reforms in the 1990s that introduced two more ways of organizing the electric industry. Several states implemented reforms to allow competition among power plants at the wholesale level. Another group of states implemented reforms...
to allow competition among power plants to supply retail customers. In all states, however, transmission and distribution equipment remained in the hands of a regulated monopoly, although the adoption of regional transmission organizations (RTOs) led to independently planned and competitively procured transmission. 

Twenty years ago, reform advocates, academics, lobbyists and regulators could only speculate about the consequences of proposed reforms. Today, however, with the debate over industry structure heating up again, we now have over two decades of reform experience to guide policymaking. This report will describe the traditional approach to electricity, as well the two main alternatives: hybrid and restructured. It will then compare how these three paradigms perform on the key customer-centric measures of reliability, economics, environment and governance, finishing with recommendations on the best approach and how we can move toward that approach with each of the three paradigms.

Three Main Paradigms

Today, three main combinations of wholesale and retail regulation exist. Some states have stayed with monopoly at both the wholesale and retail levels, others have shifted to markets at the wholesale level but remain with monopoly for retail customers, and still others who have selected markets for both wholesale and retail levels of the industry.

At the retail level, competition is provided through rules governing customer choice. In some cases, states allow a fraction of customers to shop for their own retail supplier rather than being locked into the local monopoly. In other cases, all electric customers have the ability to shop.

The core mechanism for wholesale competition in the electric power industry is the RTO. RTOs operate day-ahead and real-time energy imbalance markets across a regional transmission system. In addition, they work to maintain reliable operations by coordinating access to reserves and other grid-support services. They also provide regional transmission planning services, as well as offer or contract market monitoring services to ensure that market rules are followed.

A common misconception conflates an RTO territory as synonymous with restructuring or “deregulation.” Restructuring actually refers to competitive generation and retail functions. RTO market participants can take the form of competitive suppliers or local monopoly utilities across a region. Of the seven domestic RTOs, four primarily consist of restructured states, and three retain mostly monopoly states. This results in three main paradigms: traditional (monopoly without RTO), hybrid (monopoly with RTO) and restructured (competitive generation and retail suppliers with RTO).


Eighteen states remain wedded to the traditional paradigm in which all generation and transmission infrastructure development and retail services are conducted by monopoly utilities that are regulated at the state level. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulates wholesale power sales and transmission rates for traditionally regulated monopolies as well as oversees reliability standards for the transmission grid.

Nineteen states have settled on a hybrid paradigm, in which most generation and retail services remain served by regulated monopolies that participate in RTOs. Generation investment decisions are determined through state regulation and have the potential to coordinate with RTO planning processes, though RTO price signals generally do not determine resource entry and exit. RTOs conduct regional transmission planning, and FERC oversees RTO-coordinated operations, except in the portion of Texas within the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), which is overseen by the Public Utility Commission of Texas.

Finally, 13 states and the District of Columbia have adopted a restructured paradigm, where competitive independent power producers (IPPs) and competitive retail energy providers (REPs) participate in RTOs. Restructured states unbundle the competitive generation and retail sectors from the transmission and distribution sectors that remain local monopolies. Bilateral and RTO markets, with rules that require FERC approval (except in Texas), determine generation investment and retirement decisions. Retail supply remains regulated by the state but allows competition between REPs to determine supply rates and other terms of service.

**Figure 1: State Status by Electric Paradigm**

Note: participation in an organized energy imbalance market is not considered an RTO. California, Michigan and Virginia are in RTOs with a significant minority market share for competitive generators and limited access to competitive retail providers. Georgia and Oregon allow limited direct market access options for large customers, but do not have an RTO.

Source: Figure created on mapchart [https://www.mapchart.net/usa.html](https://www.mapchart.net/usa.html) based on R Street criteria.
Considerable variation exists within these three broad paradigms. Small municipal utilities may own distribution systems but few generation or transmission assets. Rural electric cooperatives are sometimes divided into companies that only engage in distribution services and companies that only own generation and transmission resources. A few states began restructuring and then backtracked after California’s market experiment failed in 2000-2001. Several such states grandfathered in choice for large industrial customers. Michigan initiated retail choice but subsequently capped participation at 10 percent of the market. Texas required privately owned monopolies connected to the ERCOT power system to restructure completely, but monopolies outside of ERCOT remained traditionally regulated. Most of these monopolies subsequently joined an RTO and thus became hybrid in the years after Texas launched retail competition within ERCOT. Texas allowed municipal utilities and cooperatives within ERCOT to remain monopolies at the retail level, and most have chosen to keep their monopoly.

Table 1 below classifies states according to the system that most consumers face in a given state. Many states have cases that vary from the dominant paradigm. For example, while most consumers in North Carolina fall under the traditional paradigm, the northeastern corner of the state resembles the hybrid paradigm because the local utility participates in the PJM market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Restructured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Primarily monopoly</td>
<td>Competitive IPPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Primarily monopoly</td>
<td>Competitive REPs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four Dimensions of Performance

The four dimensions of industry performance that we consider in our comparison of the three main electric power paradigms are reliability, economics, environment and governance. Consumers are not all the same, but almost all consumers care about the convenience and cost of electricity—in other words reliability and economics. More and more consumers are placing a
higher value on environmental considerations. Larger industrial and commercial consumers are becoming increasingly engaged with industry governance.9 We selected these four dimensions for our assessment of the three paradigms to cover core consumer concerns.10

Reliability

Providing reliable electricity requires attention to a wide variety of issues affecting generation, transmission and distribution infrastructure, as well as demand.11 Cybersecurity is also a growing concern.12 Most interruptions of power service to consumers result from weather-related damage to local distribution systems.13 These interruptions tend to be localized, often only affecting a neighborhood or part of a city, though a large winter storm or hurricane can take down wires over several states.14 Because distribution wires remain state-regulated monopolies in all three electric power industry paradigms, restructuring would not result in notable differences in these kinds of interruptions.

Restructuring may, however, affect bulk electric reliability, which is determined by the ability of generation and transmission resources to meet customer demand under a wide range of possible circumstances. Bulk system failures can result in widespread outages, but they are much less common than distribution-related interruptions, accounting for well under 1 percent of customer interruptions.15 From 2018-2022, the total severity risk index (SRI) of bulk electric reliability remained relatively unchanged, but generation risk increased and transmission risk decreased.16 In addition, in recent years, generation outages rates have increased, especially because of gas-fired plants, while transmission reliability has improved.17 This is noteworthy because the effects of restructuring on bulk electric reliability primarily affect generation, which transitioned from cost-of-service regulation to a market model. Transmission remains under cost-of-service regulation everywhere, but hybrid and restricted models have transferred regional transmission planning from utilities to RTOs. RTO regions have since demonstrated more robust regional transmission than non-RTO regions.18

17. Ibid., p. 46.
Generator outage rates both during high-risk conditions and in general can indicate the effects of restructuring on generation reliability. For the most part, the introduction of competition in the 1990s induced a reduction in generator outages.\textsuperscript{19} The most severe reliability events from 2018-2022 affected regions functioning under all three paradigms and primarily resulted from severe cold-weather events.\textsuperscript{20} Prospective evaluations from the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) therefore find reliability risk with all three paradigms.\textsuperscript{21}

The seven most severe reliability days from 2018-2022 resulted from two storms: Winter Storm Uri in February 2021 and Winter Storm Elliott in December 2022.\textsuperscript{22} Uri imposed catastrophic effects on restructured Texas, but the core problems, except perhaps for power plant weatherization, were unrelated to restructuring: poor gas-electric system coordination, insufficient gas supply to some generators and a lack of significant interties to neighboring systems.\textsuperscript{23} Importantly, competitive generators had lower outage rates than monopoly utilities, which supports a key reliability argument of restructuring: aligning profit motives with wholesale prices that signal scarcity encourages generator availability when market conditions are tight.\textsuperscript{24}


\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.


Winter Storm Elliott resulted in rolling outages in several southeastern states and revealed deficiencies in the traditional paradigm. Monopoly utilities were forced to curtail service and were only able to contain the depth and duration of rolling outages because of massive increases of imported power coming from the restructured area served by PJM and the hybrid system served by MISO. PJM was able to cut up to 7,000 megawatts (MW) of demand through voluntary load management programs during the storm. Demand programs were one reason PJM was able to avoid involuntary load shedding when traditional utilities in the Southeast had to resort to forced load curtailment.

Indeed, Winter Storm Elliott underscored a key aspect of RTO reliability benefits. Just a month or so before the storm, the Southeast Energy Exchange Market (SEEM) launched. SEEM is an automated power trading venue that utilities in Southeastern states can use to buy and sell power. It offers some of the benefits of wholesale trading, but it has been frequently criticized as falling far short of the benefits available to an RTO. SEEM is, more or less, an automated bulletin board for power trading, with a weak connection to grid conditions and no direct engagement with real-time grid operations. The lack of any kind of integrated market-to-grid condition capability makes SEEM relatively useless during emergency conditions. While utilities in the Southeast used SEEM to trade power before and after the storm, bids and offers dropped to zero during the storm.

Some regulators suggest that utility integrated resource planning (IRP) in the traditional paradigm is better suited to ensure adequate resources than capacity markets and other RTO-centered programs. The evidence suggests the opposite. Organized markets, including capacity markets, have distinct reliability advantages over utility IRP. The reliability parameters of capacity markets ensure the coordinated regional substitution of entry and retirements while accounting for anticipated transmission constraints. Utility IRP does not. The reliability value of resources like natural gas, renewables and energy storage is increasingly dependent on regional conditions. This requires regionally based capacity accreditation, which is the explicit design of capacity markets but not fragmented utility IRPs.

Furthermore, in hybrid systems, including California and most states served by MISO and SPP, states are responsible for ensuring adequate electric power generation. Nonetheless, California and MISO have seen recurring reliability issues.

---

challenges from insufficient generation.\textsuperscript{31} MISO’s planned resource adequacy shortfall resulted from new investment occurring independent of retirement decisions, which plainly falls on the monopoly utility procurement practices that comprise over 90 percent of MISO’s market.\textsuperscript{32} Reliability experts stress the need to correctly attribute reliability risks under the hybrid paradigm to deficiencies in state regulatory processes like IRP, not misattribute risks to RTOs.\textsuperscript{33}

RTOs have superior situational awareness, scale and tools to operate systems reliably. RTO operations use an integrated, region-wide look at generator and transmission availability in real time, coupled with contingency plans to help ensure that the system will remain in service in the case of an unexpected loss of a generating unit or a power line. The organized markets operated by RTOs further enhance operational reliability and provide incentive for reliable behavior among market participants. SEEM was unable to promote reliability during the winter storm because it was not designed to have the constant situational awareness and instant ability to respond that RTOs possess.

The quality of RTO market design is a key, yet often underappreciated, component of reliability. Market design choices have not been included in recent winter storm analyses conducted by FERC and NERC, revealing a potential reliability assessment blind spot.\textsuperscript{34} Optimal market design may need to differentiate between the restructured and hybrid paradigms because competitive generators’ incentives align with price signals much better than with monopoly utilities.\textsuperscript{35} For example, scarcity pricing in design has less bearing on reliability in hybrid SPP and MISO than in primarily restructured footprints like PJM, NYISO and ISO-NE. A common thread of all three paradigms is that economic institutions and policies, from IRP to market design, are siloed from reliability institutions and policy development.\textsuperscript{36} Given changes in technology, evidence supports the increasing reliability and economic advantage of competitive markets over traditional practices like IRP.\textsuperscript{37}

**Economics**

Restructuring was promoted as a way for states with high electricity rates to help bring rates down. A few states with moderate rates also reformed, expecting


competition to bring costs down and to provide customers with more options. Traditional regulation has a well-known bias toward excess investment in capital and often only mild pressure to keep operating costs low. A competitive generation sector was expected to promote both more efficient investment decisions and more efficient operations. Some observers expected better investment to be the biggest contributor to overall savings from restructuring.

The evidence on wholesale power markets shows that competition has promoted efficiencies in generator operations and in investment and retirement decisions. Restructuring has allowed investors to make investments with lower costs and rates of return than monopoly utilities while transferring the risk from ratepayers to investors. One industry analysis explained that “firms that do not have the security of a guaranteed rate of return on their investments will be more prudent in their capital expenditures and the way they manage risk.” This effect was especially evident during the 2010s, when markets drove innovation in gas technology and the adoption of combined cycle plants. Investors had to make wiser decisions based on fuel prices, demand, environmental regulations and technological advances. By contrast, monopoly utilities kept investing in some uneconomic facilities—three of them alone have cost consumers tens of billions of extra dollars.

In hybrid areas, wholesale competition has mixed results. The regional coordination of generation and transmission assets has tended to improve the use of more efficient generation units. Both restructured states and states with hybrid systems have seen savings from RTOs because of more efficient reserve sharing, better coordination of generation and transmission resources, and better use of low-cost generation assets. The Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO), mostly made up of regulated local power monopolies, calculates that its members enjoy benefits totaling over $3 billion annually with a 12:1 benefit-to-cost ratio. Yet monopolies make investment and operating decisions irrespective of wholesale price signals, such as when they build generation plants despite cheaper options being available. In fact, the uneconomic operations of utility coal plants alone may have cost consumers an extra $1 billion or more per year.
year since 2012. Furthermore, the combination of local monopoly and regional wholesale competition can lead to conflicts, as when IPPs compete against utility power plants backstopped by guaranteed rates of return.

Research comparing operating costs for generators in competitive and monopoly structures finds that competitive generators were associated with a higher availability of nuclear power plants, lower costs at coal plants and more intensive use of highly efficient combined-cycle natural gas plants. Competitive generators that better manage risk and market prices have led to more cost-effective decisions regarding when to retire resources and when to build new generation. Converting power generation from the cost-of-service monopoly model to a competitive marketplace has resulted in wholesale cost-saving efficiencies, improved risk management, and advanced technological and managerial innovation. Meanwhile, monopoly utilities frequently manage generation assets inefficiently, with the costs socialized on captive ratepayers.

Restructuring has also dramatically improved demand-side engagement in power markets. For example, economic demand response exists almost exclusively in restructured states, whereas the hybrid and traditional models have mostly yielded only limited emergency-demand response. Regulatory flaws have highly restricted the ability for demand to participate in wholesale and retail markets more organically. Communication and computer technologies are making it easier for customers to participate voluntarily in responsive-demand programs, which can reduce the use of utility-directed customer outages for system reliability. Such programs are available in restructured markets and can work in hybrid and monopoly systems if regulators legitimize the concept of differentiated reliability for end-use customers. Regulators must remain aware, however, that while competitive retailers in restructured states face incentives to reduce customer use when prices are high, rate designs for monopolies typically reward utilities for selling power to customers—whatever the price of wholesale power.

The economic efficiencies of competition are clear, but they do not automatically translate into consumer benefits. Grid conditions can sometimes give generators substantial market power, and even small levels of market power can translate into large transfers from consumers to producers. Many lessons were learned after the western energy crisis and led to the adoption of independent market
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monitors and sophisticated market power mitigation measures in RTOs. Despite early isolated problems, active RTO market monitoring has ensured that electricity markets have been reasonably competitive.

Critics of restructuring often point out that reformed states tend to have higher-than-average electricity rates. They neglect to point out that these high-cost states typically had higher-than-average prices to begin with, back when they were traditionally regulated. Because of such differences in starting conditions, examining trends after restructuring policies reveals a more accurate assessment of results than comparing absolute levels. One study comparing retail price trends showed that the weighted-average retail price in monopoly states rose 15 percent between 2008 and 2016, whereas it fell 8 percent in restructured states. Restructured regions also tend to have greater cost burdens associated with environmental compliance, labor, taxes, land values and fuel costs. In fact, the surge in electricity industry costs over the past decade is largely attributable to cost-of-service transmission and distribution, not generation and retail services. Assessing restructuring effects on rates must account for these confounding cost variables.

Research comparing rates in the Texas competitive retail market to rates for Texas utilities that kept retail monopoly service found that the competitive retail rates better reflected wholesale price movements—both when wholesale prices went up and when they went down. Because wholesale prices fell on average over the period studied, competitive retail rates also fell. In addition, the study found evidence that the retailing function was more efficient in the competitive market. On the other hand, an academic study of restructuring in Connecticut found its market dominated by the default service offering instead of by competition among retail suppliers. Wholesale prices and retail rates were not closely linked, and residential consumers did not appear to benefit much from reforms.

An extensive, soon-to-be published study found mixed results from retail competition. The authors found that, on average, rates in restructured states initially increased but returned to what rates would have been under traditional regulation. However, individual state results show much variation. Restructuring drove retail prices higher in four out of five New England states and perhaps Maryland and the District of Columbia (though the margin of error makes it

Critics of restructuring often point out that reformed states tend to have higher-than-average electricity rates. They neglect to point out that these high-cost states typically had higher-than-average prices to begin with, back when they were traditionally regulated.

---

difficult to conclude this with certainty), but rates in Pennsylvania and Texas decreased with restructuring.

The study also found that retail rates in restructured states more closely reflected natural gas prices, and this may explain some of the divergence among the states. Both Pennsylvania and Texas were well positioned to access cheap natural gas resulting from advanced drilling techniques like fracking. New England, on the other hand, has limited ability to bring in domestically produced natural gas and must resort to importing expensive liquefied natural gas to run natural gas generators during periods of high gas demand.63

Whether consumers see the benefits of wholesale market efficiencies appears to depend on the quality of state retail reforms.64 Poor regulation can mask the benefits of competition, such as Ohio’s cross-subsidy policies that impose fees on all consumers to help subsidize uneconomic generating units owned by the corporate affiliates of distribution monopolies.65 In retail footprints that “quarantine” the distribution monopoly from the competitive generation and retail markets, competition has been successful.66

It is important to note that the benefits of retail competition are not solely determined by the effect on rates. Consumers may find product offerings that better suit their unique preferences, like 100 percent renewable power supply; different pricing structures and durations suited to risk tolerance; different payment options suited to personal finances; consumption management options; or options that offer “free nights and weekends” or other “Time of Use” factors, which may support lifestyle choices.67 Some customers prefer alternative payment options, such as pre-paid energy plans.68 It is challenging to add up these non-price benefits, but customers’ willingness to seek out such options and sometimes pay more to get them proves that the products offer value.

The primary value proposition of wholesale competition—superior generation investment decisions—has delivered results but remains understudied. For example, economics research has not identified causal effects of restructuring on the types or levels of investment.69 Evidence from practitioners, however, indicates that competitive generators make more economical investment and retirement
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decisions. For example, last decade, monopoly utilities retained certain uneconomic coal plants, which held high relative book value, rather than investing in lower-cost, high-efficiency natural gas plants. Following a thorough 2017 Department of Energy study of generation retirements, the lead technical expert on the report concluded that “as a root cause of retirements, wholesale competition worked as intended, driving inefficient, high-cost generation out of the market.”

Importantly, the rise of renewable energy and energy storage places greater emphasis on capital productivity, in which technology choice and siting are far more complex than with conventional power plant decisions. This will likely exacerbate problems associated with the overcapitalization bias of cost-of-service utilities, which only recently began to self-build such facilities. This increases the value of restructuring as well as RTO membership for traditionally regulated states because the economics of renewables and storage are particularly sensitive to regional conditions. Under the hybrid model, RTOs can provide regional information and coordination services to help state regulators gauge the prudence of utility generation investment and retirement decisions.

Environment

In the early days of electric power restructuring, analysts knew that it would affect air pollution and climate policy goals, given the industry’s heavy reliance on burning coal and natural gas, but they were divided on whether the effects would be positive or negative. A survey of energy experts published in the year 2000 found that some analysts pessimistically projected higher pollution from a vast expansion of low-cost coal power generation, whereas others suggested that markets would promote investment in highly efficient, combined-cycle natural gas generation and cut emissions. Analysts were similarly divided on whether restructuring would encourage or discourage the integration of wind and solar energy resources.

As shown in Figure 3, the implementation of electric restructuring in the late 1990s and early 2000s has coincided with notable reductions in sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions. Furthermore, modest reductions in carbon emissions occurred, even as electric power generation in the United States grew. However, most credit for the improvements should go to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
From 2005-2019, carbon emissions declined 35 percent in RTO regions and 27 percent in non-RTO regions. This suggests an environmental advantage for the hybrid paradigm over the traditional paradigm. Of note, RTOs with more competitively owned generation, namely ISO-NE, NYISO and PJM, generally had the most significant reductions among RTOs. This suggests an environmental advantage for restructuring over the hybrid paradigm.
Wholesale competition in RTOs could have caused additional reductions for several reasons:

- **Markets promote clean technology innovation and adoption.**
  
  Markets harness creativity and turn it into useful technologies that enable entrepreneurs to profit from creating new forms of value for consumers. Given environmental concerns, some of which have translated into costly regulations, a great deal of entrepreneurial attention has focused on finding ways to cut emissions at low cost.  
  
  In addition, because RTOs inherently span larger areas than a single utility, RTO markets make it easier to access potential profit opportunities, which also encourages entrepreneurial action.

- **Markets favor low-cost resources.**
  
  Markets provide strong incentives to cut costs. Cost shifts tend to favor cleaner resource expansion and operation. For example, natural gas prices trended lower after 2008, helping shift consumption away from coal-fueled plants to gas. In addition, RTO markets naturally favor technologies with low marginal costs like wind and solar, again mostly at the expense of coal plants when natural gas prices are low. Cost-recovery mechanisms in regulated monopolies result in a weaker interest in cost-cutting innovation.

- **Markets reflect consumer preferences.**
  
  Markets are better at discovering and meeting consumer preferences than regulatory processes. At a time when consumers are increasingly interested in supporting clean power, retail choice lets them exercise their environmental preferences. Retail choice markets have seen many more customers on green tariffs and higher sales volume than traditional utility regulation. In traditional states, utilities often do not offer green choices or only offer them at less favorable terms. In addition, technological advances make it easier for consumers to become price- and emission-sensitive in their power consumption.

An earlier study found that reductions in natural gas prices and the growth of wind power both contributed to the decreased use of coal plants in RTOs, with a resulting reduction in carbon emissions. The effects pushing emissions down were weaker in SPP, which researchers speculated was caused by the ways in which monopoly-owned generators—dominant in SPP—respond to market incentives as compared to non-utility generators. More recent research examining electric generation and carbon emissions concluded that participation in wholesale markets lead to lower carbon emissions largely through a shift from coal to natural gas generation.

81. Ibid., p. 6.
85. Ibid.
There are clear differences in incentives between traditional and restructured systems with predictable consequences. For example, in response to air-quality regulations, regulated utilities chose more expensive, capital-intensive compliance strategies than non-utility generators. One study found that coal-fired plants ran by non-utility generators operated more efficiently, leading to an estimated 7.5 percent reduction in emissions. These results are well documented and backed by multiple researchers using different study methods.

Competition promotes turnover in capital stock, leading to reductions in pollution, as newer power plants tend to have lower emissions. The example of coal-to-natural gas switching driven by merchants in the PJM Interconnection, an RTO in the mid-Atlantic region, demonstrates how rapid transitions can lead to significant emissions reductions. However, as in 2021, when the price of gas rises relative to the price of coal, markets tend to use more coal.

Restructuring also changes the making of energy and environmental policy, in part by making generators supportive of more cost-effective environmental policy and broadening the number of voices coming from the electric power industry. The non-utility renewable energy industry has increasingly been able to compete for influence against incumbent monopolies. Restructuring in the Northeast has resulted in a shift in political incentives and drove the implementation of an auction system for permits—the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative—which improved economic efficiency compared to allocating permits for free.

Competitive electricity markets have had positive environmental results. They drive voluntary and cost-effective emissions reductions, stimulate innovation and support the adoption of new technologies. When emission reductions become less expensive, it is easier for politicians to “buy” more. When power markets are open and competitive, it is easier for eco-conscious consumers to buy low- or zero-emitting electricity. The environmental performance of hybrid regions tends to fall between traditional and restructured regions, with wholesale competition driving generation efficiency and economic dispatch favoring the most efficient generators in the region. Hybrid regions also see utilities sometimes ignoring market-based incentives to keep more costly plants in operation. Environmental
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regulation works in traditionally regulated states, but competitive markets in hybrid and restructured states appear to be making environmental goals easier to achieve.

**Governance**

Generally, “governance” refers to the ways decisions get made about the development, operation and evolution of the rules governing the electric power system. The three electric paradigms share some governance settings—state and federal legislatures and regulatory commissions, for example—but hybrid and restructured areas introduce RTOs as another venue for rule-setting. Good governance is critical to encourage public trust, minimize corruption, enhance transparency and accountability, and secure better policy results more generally.

In traditionally regulated monopolies, significant decisions are negotiated between utility executives and government regulators. In theory, the interests of consumers and other public policy groups are considered by regulators, but major decisions are supposed to be made through processes open to third parties who can promote their own views. Investment activity tends to involve a greater level of regulatory oversight, while operating decisions are usually left to the utility. Traditional state regulation of monopoly is a governance system, though rarely discussed as such simply because the previous century-plus of experience has solidified the way decisions are made.

Scholars acknowledge that when companies succeed in using political influence to gain competitive advantages, they create an environment for cronyism. In the case of regulated electric utilities, state regulators protect monopoly territories and make decisions directly affecting returns to investors. Regulated utilities therefore quite naturally put a great deal of effort into securing favorable regulatory treatment. The regulated monopoly model may be uniquely vulnerable to corrupting influences. Such a conclusion seems supported by recent scandals involving traditionally regulated electric companies that range from influence peddling and bribery to intimidation of journalists and efforts to manipulate elections.

Fully restructured areas, with competition at both wholesale and retail levels, shift significant decisions away from utilities and regulators to the private sector. Market forces play a much larger role in decisions to build or retire generation resources, though reliability policies continue to exert influence. Retail customers can choose among different suppliers, plans and pricing structures, which fosters innovation, efficiency and customer satisfaction. Advocates of

restructuring have suggested that shifting economic rewards from regulatory to market environments will help combat corruption.97

RTOs raise new questions concerning governance. They are designed to oversee electricity markets and the transmission grid in an impartial manner, but even impartial decisions benefit some interests and not others. These interests typically have a say in how RTOs make decisions, but if representation is unbalanced, stakeholder processes will favor the more influential interests.98

The regional scope of most RTOs places them in a space “larger than states but smaller than nations” in a form “between government and business.”99 As one observer put it, RTOs are quasi-autonomous, non-governmental organizations or “QUANGOs”—an organizational form unlike most other regulated entities.100

Political forces that help ensure accountability for actions at the state or federal level, however imperfectly, are weakened or absent in RTOs.

While each RTO is different, stakeholders can generally participate as transmission owners, electric generators, end-use customers, marketers/brokers, consumer advocates or environmental organizations. Voting procedures seem to be weighted to give each sector an equal share of influence over outcomes. RTO stakeholder processes often are designed in ways that appear balanced—but that appearance is deceiving.101

An R Street Institute survey of electric consumers revealed several areas of concern over RTO governance: underrepresentation of consumer interest in RTO decision-making processes; excess influence of transmission owners; and difficulties of state regulators to monitor and protect state-level interests.102 In part, consumers are victim to an impersonal political logic.103 Power market operations are nearly the whole of success or failure for power producers, transmission owners and other companies devoted to the industry. Their political efforts are focused on legislators, regulators and—in restructured and hybrid states—the “QUANGOs” that are RTOs. When such companies are big winners or losers from RTO actions, they are motivated to protect the wins and fight the losses. On the other hand, electric consumers have many other concerns beyond their power bills, and the wins and losses they see are more widely dispersed. These interests may, in the aggregate, be substantial winners or losers from actions taken by RTOs, but the fundamental political logic applying to large groups suggests that they will rarely be successful in efforts to protect gains and fight losses.
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Despite flaws and controversy, RTO stakeholder governance processes generally serve the needs of stakeholders. The appropriate comparison is not to perfection, but to non-RTO alternatives for regional cooperation. Non-utility stakeholders tend to prefer RTO governance with its flaws. Continuing tensions over RTO governance makes the evolution of governance practices appear inevitable. In some regions, such as CAISO, governance may determine the breadth of the RTO’s footprint. While RTO governance can be improved, the dire political economy of monopoly utilities can be largely mitigated through restructuring.

This political logic applies in traditional states, explaining why utilities usually mobilize more powerfully than consumers or others in regulatory forums. Governance matters are largely settled in traditional states, for better or worse, though improvements remain possible. Because RTOs are newer, relatively speaking, governance issues are less settled. Getting governance right requires recognizing that consumption is the point of production—consumer values should ultimately shape the direction of the industry—but the logic of politics means producers will often be more effective at steering decision-making processes in their own direction.

**Policy Alternatives**

We can summarize the above discussion with the following too-pithy remark: restructuring, when done well, has done well. Restructuring likely benefits reliability, reduces emissions and unleashes efficiencies at the wholesale level that get passed along to consumers when retail competition is allowed to work. While conditions at one time may have made regulated monopoly the preferred way to organize the electric power industry, full restructuring has been the best fit for decades and has greater value with emerging technologies and economic and policy conditions.

Over the last 20 years, there has been a modest shift from traditional to hybrid arrangements in the northern plains states as SPP and MISO have expanded. Western states have seen small steps toward market-based regional coordination over the last decade but have remained within the traditional utility paradigm. These are efforts to secure some of the advantages of new technologies while maintaining monopolies within local areas. Steps such as these move toward a more customer-centered system.

Consumers benefit from restructuring done well, but the utilities that benefit from the existing traditional and hybrid approaches are well-entrenched

---

Electric Paradigms: Competitive Structures Benefit Consumers

Currently, large commercial and industrial (C&I) customers are leading a charge for expanding RTOs and direct consumer market access. National and state C&I groups advocate for direct market access initiatives, expanded demand-resource participation and competitive bidding for generation. C&I customers have also supported retail choice initiatives in Nevada and Florida and are primary proponents of RTO adoption in traditionally regulated western and southeastern states.

Opinions about retail choice, however, are decidedly mixed among residential consumer advocates. Some residential consumer groups that oppose choice primarily criticize the implementation rather than the underlying concept. For example, some consumer advocates and AARP criticize choice for requiring consumers to make complex decisions in a marketplace with many misleading or fraudulent retail suppliers. They identify a valid problem that is correctable through better restructuring implementation, including better licensing processes and market oversight. Some claiming to represent consumer interests, including the Massachusetts state attorney general, have suggested rolling back retail choice based on inaccurate comparisons between retail products provided by competitive suppliers and the default utility supply offer. A clearer understanding of consumer benefits from purchases in the competitive market will help policy makers better distinguish cases of value-added products from cases of customer overpayment and possible fraud.

Consideration of both potential benefits and political realities leads to two kinds of recommendations. The primary recommendation is to move to a better paradigm when possible. Policymakers in traditionally regulated states should consider a well-implemented hybrid model with full restructuring as the eventual goal. In hybrid states, policymakers should move toward full restructuring. When moves to a better paradigm are impossible at present, policymakers should seek out improvements within existing structures. Importantly, even policymakers in fully restructured states have opportunities to improve competition within that paradigm as well.

Traditionally Regulated Monopoly: Large and Small Steps Toward Competition Possible

Traditional states in the west and in the southeast have seen efforts to secure the benefits of RTOs, but the efforts in these two areas are distinct enough to warrant separate recommendations. Industry stakeholders in the west should continue the development of market-based institutions supporting regional cooperation. The CAISO-managed Western Energy Imbalance Market (WEIM) has provided substantial savings to its members.113 SPP has launched its own energy imbalance service for utilities in the Western Interconnection.114 Collaborative development of day-ahead markets in the region will enable more efficient coordination of thermal resources with hydroelectric resources and fast-growing solar and wind resources. For example, it is estimated that the CAISO-developed extended day-ahead market (EDAM) proposal would result in more than $1 billion in cost reductions annually.115 Complementary work developing the Western Resource Adequacy Program (WRAP) intends to help participants identify and better coordinate the use of capacity to meet reliability goals.116 Many regulators and industry participants in the region anticipate that these efforts will lead to the formation of a western RTO that will better secure the reliability and cost-saving benefits of the independent, market-based coordination of regional generation and transmission resources.117

In the southeast, utilities have sought to secure some of the benefits of regional energy trading through the creation of SEEM. However, SEEM is too limited to serve as the basis for further development, but an energy imbalance market (EIM) or full RTO would create considerable net benefits.118 (A July 2023 federal appeals court decision overturned FERC’s approval of SEEM rules, bringing the future of the trading platform into doubt.119) EIM is a model with quantified success, and the more robust RTO option would be less costly if extending an existing RTO rather than establishing a new market.120 A recent assessment indicates that interest in RTO participation in the southeast has increased, suggesting that South Carolina alone could receive annual net benefits ranging from $115 million to $362 million by establishing or joining an existing RTO.121 Large consumers in North Carolina have asked the legislature to study the potential benefit of RTO expansion in the state.122
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Electric Paradigms: Competitive Structures Benefit Consumers

Current developments in the west and nascent potential in the southeast appear aimed at the development of a hybrid RTO model, with most load served by monopoly utilities. Should states settle for a hybrid structure, some potential consumer benefits will be left on the table that come only with full restructuring. Nevertheless, there are options that could considerably improve implementation while remaining in the hybrid model.

**Hybrid: Improving Regulation of Monopoly Utilities Operating in RTOs**

The primary recommendation for hybrid states is to create a pathway to full restructuring. Although implementing full restructuring is efficient and less error prone, partial restructuring efforts may result from the restructuring advocacy of C&I consumer groups and reluctance of small consumer groups. This can result in a structural bifurcation, in which some consumers gain access to competitive suppliers through direct market access rates while others remain captive utility customers. These direct access rates allow certain consumers to procure their electricity from competitive suppliers and pay the utility only for the delivery of that power. Generally, direct access rates have limited value outside RTOs, given the restricted access of competitive suppliers to monopoly operated transmission systems. Given this, RTOs are effectively a prerequisite to direct access.

Four states offer a direct market access rate to large C&I: Virginia, California, Oregon and Georgia. Such programs allow large customers to negotiate supply arrangements to match terms with their preferences and without their load putting upward pressure on other consumers’ bills. Direct access also enables large power consumers to engage in price-sensitive strategies, cutting back when prices are high and boosting demand when prices are low, which reduces stress on generation and transmission resources and improves power market efficiency.

Introducing direct access rates creates challenging transition issues like utility sunk cost recovery, which underscores a need for stakeholders to address issues like exit fees proactively.

Direct access also has a side effect of removing the incentive for large loads to represent consumer interests on generation decisions before state regulators, which can diminish the quality of consumer representation available to remaining captive utility customers.

---


Alternatively, partial restructuring can make all customer classes eligible for choice, but on a limited basis. This can allow for voluntary opt-in to test demand. For example, Michigan’s electric choice program sets a market cap up to 10 percent per utility, which is currently fully subscribed with thousands of customers waiting in the queue to participate if space becomes available. This provides a market signal to policymakers that choice expansion is warranted. One concern with introducing limited-choice programs, however, is whether the market size is sufficient to attract enough REPs to facilitate a liquid marketplace, which places an emphasis on policy design to achieve minimum scale economy. Other concepts for expanding customer choice short of full market liberalization include the following:

- **Allow customers to shop for non-standard, value-added products.**
  As noted above, competitive retail markets allow some customers to find niche product offerings suited to their unique preferences. A hybrid state could continue basic offerings for residential and small business customers but enable the competitive offering of value-added products. Options include clean energy or flexible-demand products.

- **Support the utility offering a menu of tariff choices.**
  Rather than limit utility tariff offerings to a few “commodity-based” rate designs, expanded rate or product offerings provide customers with a much wider variety of choices, including renewable energy, stabilized bills, time-of-use rates and so on. Importantly, though, a complex menu of utility offerings does threaten to produce unduly complicated rate cases as efforts are made to ensure fairness and the cost-basis of each product. However, these issues become matters of private business strategy with full restructuring, so they do not require spending public resources on development.

- **Allow customer choice to be capped at the rate of load growth.**
  One challenging issue created by a transition to retail choice is the possibility of sunk costs becoming stranded assets—utility assets with insufficient market value to cover their “book value.” Limiting choice to the rate of load growth would allow motivated consumers to seek out alternatives, allow other customers to keep “business as usual” and allow regulated utilities to continue to recover revenues to meet regulatory revenue requirements for the life of existing assets.

Implementing the hybrid paradigm also requires better state regulation of utility planning and operations that serves captive load. Competitive forces can still be harnessed in this regard. It is increasingly important for state regulators to use RTO markets to inform economic reviews of utility expenditure prudence, as standard cost-of-service regulation dissuades utilities from basing asset...
investment, retirement or operating decisions off market price signals. Reform options to best serve captive customers include the following:

- **Harmonize RTO and state regulatory planning structures.**

  RTOs can construct approaches to resource adequacy criteria like capacity demand curves and resource accreditation to be easily translatable into utility IRP for state regulatory reviews. Some RTO market design considerations may be unique to the hybrid model, such as defining capacity market zones by state boundaries. Better RTO and state coordination to define congruous product definitions for reliability services like balancing capabilities would align wholesale markets and IRP terms. Doing so with a concerted effort to reduce barriers to distributed energy resources like demand response can yield marked cost savings and reduce the likelihood of involuntary customer outages. States should incorporate “market tests” in IRP to mitigate cost premiums and minimize reliability risk through better coordination of multi-utility planning, which has historically been fragmented. Creating voluntary, multi-year, forward wholesale markets would help competitive forces compensate for utility planning deficiencies while giving states better grounds to market test utility proposals.

- **Implement robust, all-resource competitive procurement.**

  Utility planning needs should be put out for competitive bid as much as possible. Xcel Colorado puts half of its needs out for competitive bid, and the practice has gained steam in other states like Indiana, resulting in major cost reductions for new clean generation and the accelerated retirement of dirtier legacy plants. C&I consumers often advocate for this as the next-best policy after direct market access. Many states employ forms of substandard competitive procurement. Whether a state seeks to enhance existing competitive procurement practices or instill a new one, best practices include having independent administration; well-defined, technology-neutral products; all-resource eligibility; and no utility participation (or safeguards to prevent utility affiliate abuses).

---
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• **Align utility asset management practices with RTO conditions.**

RTO markets enable states to detect uneconomic power plant operations. However, states have handcuffed their ability to do so by letting utilities pass RTO market revenues and power plant operating costs to customers in automatic adjustment clauses, or trackers, in lieu of the scrutiny that comes in rate cases. Trackers are the fastest growing part of consumer bills in some states; for example, they represent nearly two-thirds of electric bill increases in Virginia since 2007. The simplest option is to reform trackers to incorporate cost sharing. Another option is to reduce trackers and/or increase the scrutiny of utility operations using plant-specific RTO data in processes capable of disallowing utility cost recovery in cases of uneconomic plant operations.

The base hybrid paradigm, in which all load is served by monopoly utilities, is a major step up from the traditional paradigm given the benefits of RTOs. An enhanced hybrid paradigm can achieve far greater benefits by enabling partial consumer choice with residual captive load served by improved RTO-IRP-harmonized practices and competitive procurement. An enhanced hybrid paradigm may constitute the best achievable outcome in many contemporary state political economies. Nevertheless, restructuring remains the gold standard.

**Restructured: Maximizing Consumer Benefit from Competition**

The performance of electricity restructuring reflects of the quality of its implementation. Texas is the only state that followed the blueprint in the economics literature and benefited greatly. As previously noted, failures of Winter Storm Uri were largely outside the scope of restructuring, and a closer analysis suggests that competitive forces benefited supply availability and could have provided greater demand flexibility had retail regulation better enabled market forces.

Restructuring quality and performance have been weaker outside of Texas. Other jurisdictions allowing retail competition have mostly adopted variations of the same basic approach focusing on default service options. In many of these states, policymakers have been concerned about consumer abuse and a seeming lack of customer benefits from retail competition. Momentum toward restructuring halted after the Western Energy Crisis in the early 2000s, but that served mostly as a warning about uniquely bad market design that has not resurfaced in two decades.

---


The key difference between Texas and almost every other restructured state is the degree to which Texas has “quarantined the monopoly.” The transmission and distribution part of the business remains a monopoly in all hybrid and restructured states. Texas has required full corporate separation between the regulated wires businesses and competitive generation and retailing businesses. Many other states merely required corporate reorganizations with competitive generation and retail services remaining as affiliated companies under the same corporate board. The arrangement leaves corporate overseers with strong incentives to use influence over the separated regulated and competitive wings of the business to boost the fortunes of both. For example, in an Ohio bribery scandal, lobbyists for the monopoly firm secured non-bypassable bill adders to increase revenues for affiliated competitive generating resources.

Outside of ERCOT, the regulated wires companies mostly have remained in the retail business, too. The incumbent monopoly typically became default service providers to customers who were not shopping for themselves and provided all billing services. As default services rates are set through regulator-managed processes, default service may be seen as a way for consumers to opt out of shopping in the competitive market. A difficulty that arises is that customers may imagine that regulators ensure that default service customers receive the best deal when default service may not be the best option for those customers.

A “too easy” default service rate makes it harder for competitive suppliers to become established. Of course, the goal of promoting competition is not to make every would-be competitor profitable, but certain foundational conditions can foster competition, whereas other conditions can discourage it. Often, policymakers have declared retail restructuring a failure when state policies have not provided an adequate foundation for competition to flourish.

Among the challenges to effective competition, default service rates often embed a hidden subsidy by shifting costs associated with running default service options into the regulated portion of the bill. If costs are not properly assigned to default services, existing policies and incumbent providers will continue to dominate residential and small commercial markets. To ensure fair competition, regulators should enforce a full and proper allocation of costs to default services, enabling customers to accurately compare different market options.

The quality of restructuring implementation can also be improved to lesser extents in several ways, such as:

- **Adopting supplier consolidated billing.**
  Customers in restructured retail markets can be billed in three ways: utility consolidated, supplier consolidated and split billing. Utility consolidated billing has utilities sending a single bill that includes both monopoly utility and competitive retail supplier charges. Supplier consolidated billing has the retail supplier billing for both utility and supplier charges. Some states allow dual billing (sometimes referred to as “split billing”), in which the utility and supplier bill customers separately. Most competitive states employ utility consolidated billing, but supplier consolidated billing promotes healthier competition.\(^{143}\) Supplier consolidated building lets suppliers establish direct relationships with customers, offering them broader services like bundled products and flexible payments.\(^{144}\) It also assigns suppliers the responsibility for billing and customer service, helping to filter out unreliable suppliers who focus on customer acquisition without offering substantial services.\(^{145}\) Utility consolidated billing, on the other hand, often reduces the supplier presence on the bill to the fine print.

- **Enabling access to advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) data.**
  Limited AMI infrastructure and access for REPs is a documented inhibitor of retail choice innovation.\(^{146}\) Customers could save a quarter of a billion dollars annually by letting REPs leverage AMI data, which distribution utilities prevent.\(^{147}\) State regulation should permit REPs to have access to revenue-grade customer usage data on a daily basis, at minimum, with customer permission.\(^{148}\) Obviously, as a precursor, states lacking AMI infrastructure should explore options to roll out such devices as soon as is reasonably possible.

- **Setting the stage for an active demand side of the market.**
  Competitive REPs are natural aggregators for distributed demand response with an inherent incentive to encourage their retail customers to reduce consumption when wholesale prices are high. State regulators can help unlock this by legitimizing reliability-differentiated retail products, which REPs are currently hesitant to develop, given liability risk.\(^{149}\) With AMI
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infrastructure in place, an active demand side of the market requires at least two more steps to become effective: supplier consolidated billing, as mentioned above, and the billing of competitive suppliers on actual customer interval data. Some restructured states still bill retail suppliers using “load profiles,” a technique that averages customer use over a day, thereby greatly diminishing any ability for a retailer to benefit from encouraging responsive demand.

- **Improving retail market oversight and reforming REP licensing.**

Concern over unscrupulous REPs, which may resort to misleading sales tactics, can be addressed by a more informed customer base, better licensing of new REPs and improved oversight of existing REPs. Licensing standards can ensure that REPs have adequate financial, managerial and compliance capabilities without creating burdensome barriers to entry. Consumer information deficiencies can be addressed through comprehensive plain language REP disclosure requirements as well as public platforms to compare in-kind retail products. State oversight can detect and address market power issues and should only compare the prices of retail products on comparable terms, which does not include comparing competitive REP products to subsidized default service.

- **Exercising political discipline and adopting market-compatible environmental policies.**

State laws often forbid certain types of development or force the retirement of resources that the market indicates are profitable. Even Texas seriously entertained new laws in 2023 that would have profoundly disrupted wholesale competition. Prolific subsidies in the northeast often dictate generation investment. This has led to extensive tension over FERC policy that has at times sought to make RTO rules mitigate the price-distorting effect of state subsidies, but FERC and state dialogues show that market-compatible state policy like emissions pricing is aligned with competition.

### Conclusion

At one time, regulated monopolies dominated the electric power industry. A fundamental logic, built around substantial economies of scale and economies of scope, offered an intellectual justification for monopoly. As technology improved,
Economic conditions evolved to support competition. For the past few decades, power generation and retail services have unequivocally not been natural monopolies.\textsuperscript{156} The first cohort of states to recognize this and institute restructuring realized economic, reliability, governance and environmental benefits. Emerging technology makes the restructuring value proposition even richer.

Decades of experience and results support the expansion of high-quality, competitive reforms to the rest of the country, with only the distribution system remaining a regulated monopoly. States that remain traditionally regulated in the west and southeast have taken steps toward securing some of the benefits available from regional markets. Further benefits are available from participation in RTOs. Policymakers in the west should continue working toward full RTO adoption and, in the southeast, should rigorously study and take steps toward RTOs.

Several hybrid states allow large customers to buy their own energy supplies and pay the monopoly for delivery service only. Such programs provide immediate benefits to large energy customers and have the long-term benefit of fostering a competitive energy services market within the state. States can improve within the hybrid paradigm by expanding customer choice and ensuring that captive customers are served by improved utility planning and operations that incorporate competitive procurement. Expanded customer choice need not be pursued as a stepping stone toward full restructuring, but it could be used in that manner.

Full restructuring provides the most consumer benefit, but benefits are highly sensitive to implementation quality. The main implementation problems are allowing distribution monopolies to cross-subsidize competitive generation and retail markets, as well as failing to provide sufficient information and safeguards against manipulative suppliers. Furthermore, many restructured states suffer chronic state interventions like subsidies and bans that disrupt market performance. States should abstain from distorting interventions; isolate monopoly distribution utilities from competitive markets; adopt supplier-consolidated billing; enable better information for consumers and REPs; and enact bad actor safeguards like licensing reform. The real debate is how to best implement competitive reforms—not whether to pursue them.
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